David: The journey of a rural First Nations youth
towards and through mental health services
Resilience, moving forward, seeking solutions

PHYSICAL
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Travelling psychiatrist sees David.
He is committed under MH Act.
Locked up awaiting transfer to
designated facility.
28 hours later, transferred to
designated facility, 3 hours from Wm
Lake, 6 hours from reserve. Family
attempts to follow.

David using drugs and alcohol. Aunt refers him to CYMH
since history of family psychosis. Intake worker calls
David’s Mom Shalynn, but is mistaken for social worker.
Mom says David is fine and no intake initiated.
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David arrives in Williams
Lake to attend grade 10 high
school. He is 3 hours
from home.
Aunt worries because David not sleeping and
acting strange. Talks about being watched.
If he sleeps, it is beside bedroom door.
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EMERGENCY
Something is
wrong!
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Jimmie is worried about David and
brings him to Wm Lake ED.
Jimmie mistrustful because of history
with MCFD and corrections. David
guarded and scared.
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David assaulted at school by youth from
neighbouring FN band. Expelled for
bringing knife to school.
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David boards with relative who’s rarely home
and doesn’t know whereabouts.
Questions arise whether basic needs met
but homes scarce so arrangement
continues.

David initially engages then becomes
overwhelmed and withdraws. Lost Uncle
in quad accident.

RCMP bring to Wm. Lake ED for MH Act
Assessment. Family arrives 4 hours
later. RCMP wait with David in ED while
family waits in Waiting Room.
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home
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Hitchhikes to reserve. Spends most of
time in family basement, alone.
Community sees his demeanor as normal.

David’s Father Jimmie reconnects with traditional
practices. David seen by FN Healer who supports
David and family. Healer says David has gift of voices
of ancestors. David settles then becomes agitated,
scared and talks of killing himself.

David rarely interacts with teachers.
Placed in alternative program.
Teacher connects with David: quiet,
kind, artistic.
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2 weeks later, RCMP pick up David late at night Report
says acting strange, sitting outside when below 0o;
suspect drug use, David fights with police.

SPIRITUAL

MENTAL

David discharged to reserve from designated
facility; No step down option. Diagnosis of
psychosis; no origin specified. Returns to reserve
with prescription and instruction to see
psychiatrist 6 hours away in 4 weeks.
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Gateway assess but David not engaged
Denies concerns and symptoms of mental
disorder or psychosis. David discharged to
reserve with anti-depressants and
referral to AB CYMH in Wm L ake.

Number on referral “out of order”
After many attempts, intake clinician speaks with
Jimmie. Jimmie abrupt: David is fine; doesn’t need
services; says he will call if he needs support.
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